Dear ,
I wonder if you would like to offer your members something free and something that could change
their lives immeasurably for the better?
I am a solicitor practising in Newton Abbot. Over the last couple of years I have been asked the same
questions again and again by friends, acquaintances and even strangers.
Questions such as;




Why bother getting a Will?
How should I be planning to reduce Inheritance Tax?
What happens to my assets if I remarry?

Rather than answering the same questions over and over, I created many guides that give full answers
to these questions and I have been offering this valuable information on a complimentary basis.
And over the last few months tens of thousands of people have had access to my advice on
Linnitts.co.uk.
Whilst these guides and my website have been good at informing people, there’s simply no way I can
help everyone who needs it. I have to find new ways of letting people know what they should be
doing to secure their future. Talking face to face is simple the best way of helping people.
I can never help enough people without someone helping me.
I’ve come up with this talk which answers the questions people have about how they can plan their
finances and legal affairs to give them the life they want.
This is particularly relevant to people who have dependents and children. I’ve seen far too often what
happens when the Social Services or State step in and take control because legal affairs have not been
planned. Believe me, it’s a terrible situation to be in and I’m determined to reach as many people as
possible to stop this happening.
I wonder if we can offer your members a free talk at your club?
Most people do not think about finances and legal services until it’s too late. The fact is more than
70% of adults don’t even have a basic Will. I’m determined to change this, (at least in our part of
Devon!)
Would your club act as a host and offer my talk free of charge to your members?
Before you answer, let me demonstrate that this won’t require any work from you;






You don’t expect you to have to spend any money or do any work
I will provide all the material needed
I’m a solicitor so there’s no hard sales pitch (we’re not allowed).
I will offer a free “ “Family Wealth Future Plan™” to your members worth £447
I will offer a limited number of Free Wills to over 55 year olds under the Cancer Research
UK scheme.

 I will make a contribution to your Captain’s/club charity
 I can offer your members a way to donate to your club in their Will.
I feel very confident that any time invested by your members will be well spent.
As a solicitor I have to work hard to ensure I am not misunderstood because some people have had
negative experiences already with other solicitors or the law.
This misunderstanding often holds people back from making the right decisions. And as tough as it
may seem battling through this by doing talks, I do feel it is thoroughly worth it when I see the results
that a family achieves as a result.
Please let me know what you think about me doing a talk for your members.
My personal mobile number is
And my email is

Kind regards,
Clare Linnitt

PS Please find a mini-poster enclosed. This is the sort of thing you can email out/post on notice
boards etc to publicise my talk if you go ahead...
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